Project: Whiteneuk Wind Farm, Dumfries & Galloway
Title: Figure 6: Vantage Point Locations and Viewsheds

Key
- Site boundary
- Core survey area (500 m buffer of site boundary)
- Vantage point (VP)
- Direction of View

Indicative viewsheds *
- Visibility from VPA1
- Visibility from VPA2A (main)
- Visibility from VPA2B (alternative)
- Visibility from VPA3
- Visibility from VPA4
- Visibility from VPW1
- Visibility from VPW2
- Visibility from VPW3
- Visibility from VPW4
- Visibility from VPW5

Note: The viewsheds have been generated using 50 m resolution digital terrain model data (OS Terrain 50). They have a 30 m a.g.l. offset and an assumed observer height of 1.5 m. Viewsheds have been clipped at 2 km radii from the VP, and limited to a 180 degree arc of view.
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